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 With my friends in Euro Class, I went to Bulgaria for one week from 
November 19th to November 25
rented small bus. 
Then we toke a first plane to go to Germany with 5 stopover time. After that, 
we toke an other plane to go to Sofia and finally, we were 
school where we met our family.When we arrived their, it was snowing and it 
was dark. My family was very happy and enjoyed and this gave me a good 
impresion of Bulgarian. Next day, we visited the school and made presentation 
with other students from differents country which participate to the program 
Erasmus + like Bulgaria, Estonia, Croatia and Germany. Days after we visited 
the capital of Bulgaria which is Sofia and also a lot of interesting things like big 
cave and historicals monument
very good times. 
 It was a very good experience because without Euro Class, I would never 
have been to Bulgaria at all my life and I'm ready for an other trip !
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